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The bomberman's nightmare. Or is it not a dream?
Blow up the creatures before they try to kill you!
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Mouse control is akward, acting is poor, user interface is poorly laid out with crap all over the screen covering the play area.

Go play joint task force.. good concept, gameplay is ok,

however it's let down by:
-lag and high ping...kills
-there's only one stage
-there's only one gun
-there are bugs where players get stuck

i rate this 5.8/10
stick to something more stable. I am either missing something incredibly simple or am completely mind boggled that something
so simple isn't included in a $40 purchase of a graphic design based product. Is there no way to change the font? This basic font
really takes away from being able to generate a quality customized card. If there is no way to change the font I am going to
request a refund on this product. It seems incomprehensible that such a simple tool isn't offered here at cost, when it comes free
with multiple programs that come with any computer. Am I missing a simple step or is this really something not included???.
Well, here it is, yet another Battle Royale, that mind you was announced and released in about 3 weeks time. I don't have a
fondness of the first game, so I won't be complaining about the lack of melee combat mechanics or anything that most people
are circle jerking themselves around claiming are the reasons this game is bad. This game is bad, but it's not for those reasons.

No the reason that the Culling 2 is a failure of a game in 2018 is due to the poor execution of the mechanics put into place. The
gun play feels stale, the animations are clunky, and it just does everything that H1Z1, PUBG, and Island of Nyne (when it comes
out) but worse. Objectively speaking this game reminds me a lot of several other battle royale titles, most noteably Radical
Heights (yeah, remember that train wreck). Mainly because of how rushed and unpolished it feels compared to games like H1 or
PUBG, which aren't even close to the most functional games in the world, but that is the bar we are going with. Where as
Radical Heights was marketed as an extreme early access title and was nothing even close to the finished product, this game
seems to be a full release, asking for $20 when I fail to see it's value as even a free to play title. The balls on this company to ask
$20 for this game.

The gun play can be most easily described as hitting someone with a wet pool noodle, you know that you've hit them but you
can't tell if it's done anything. Weapons have no weight to them, and bullet trails barely exist if they do at all. That combined
with the sheer lack of weapon spawns in certain area's and it's enough to make anyone refund. Honestly the only reason I would
be excited to go back to melee combat would be to not have to deal with the guns in the game.

The animations being clunky is nothing new to games, your camera changes before your stance every time you crouch or stand
up which gives you a really jaring feeling when compared to something like h1 or PUBG. It's bad enough that I feel if I just
spammed the crouch button I would definitely get motion sickness.

If you are looking for a new Battle royale to really get that itch that PUBG or H1 just doesn't touch, I recommend IoN, or Fear
the Wolves when that comes out on the 18th. Just honestly anything other than this game, if it was a F2P Beta I would be a lot
more forgiving but for something you have to buy into, not even close to worth it.. I'm here for the plot.

( . Y . ) /10. worst game iv ever played. This is a quick and fun tower defense style game. As other reviewers have said it's not
really one of great depth and once you've got the hang of spamming archers then most levels are straightforward.

This is also a simple game to get "perfect game" with 15 do-able achievements and a useful guide to getting them all is on the
community page. Took me under 4 hours play time to complete and get perfect game.

My one annoyance with this game is the game board doesn't quite fit on one screen and the scrolling is clunky.
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Another great paint jobs... Keep them adding.
Wishing Philippine paint jobs too.. Honestly, This game is very creative. Has good game mechanics, And makes you want to
play it again. BUT, Its very glitchy. Lots of game breaking bugs ruin the game. Like the double player glitch. some maps crash,
etc. This game is wonderful. I bought a STEAM key for £2 on a website where it was on sale and it's the best £2 I ever spent.
The story is fun and the gameplay mechanics are pretty basic but the fun is in the dialogue. I met a skeleton who was digging a
hole to the other side of the world. He'd been digging for several years but he was digging diagonally. When I told him he
needed to dig vertically (he was kinda stupid) he started all over again. I couldn't stop laughing at this.. I personnaly found this
game not really user-friendly..

Maybe I should have try harder.. What would you rather give up soap or toothpaste? Riveting stuff.
This game is so politically incorrect I had to take 2 showers after the question above.
Don't buy this game. If you do, you are probably an idiot...like me. Refund pending.

Play Air Console. Free, fun and actually awkward.
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